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I am Norman B. Ture, President of Norman B. Ture, Inc., economic consultants

in Washington, D.C. My statement is submitted on behalf of the Tax Foundation.

The views presented in this statement are my own and are not necessarily those

of the Tax Foundation or of any of my past or present clients.

The Tax Policv Issues in the Present Tax Treatment of ForeiRn Source Income

With the growth of U.S. private investment abroad over the past decade,

the U.S. Federal income tax provisions pertaining to foreign source income have

been increasingly targets of tax reform. Those who urge increasing the U.S. tax

on foreign source income argue that the present tax treatment (l) is inequitable

because it imposes a lower U.S. tax burden on foreign income of U.S. companies

than that levied on the income of domestic U.S. corporations, and (2) subsidizes

investment abroad by U.S. multinational companies at the expense of domestic

U.5. investment, production, and employment.

Neither the equity nor the economic case for increasing the U.S. tax on

foreign source income is analytically correct. The basic tax reform proposals

--- for reducing if not eliminating the f oreign tax credit and for requiring current

Payment of U.S. tax on undistributed foreign earnings --- would neither enhance

the equity in the taxation of those who bear these tax burdens nor contribute

to greater productivity and efficiency of the U.S. economy. on the contrary,

these tax changes would aggravate the inequities in the corporation income taxl

they would differentiate corporation income tax liabilities on the basis of the

location of the economic activity giving rise to corporationsr incomes, without

regard to the differing economic situations of those who actually bear the corp-

oration income tax burden. They would, moreover, distort the allocation of capital

resources and impair the productivity and efficiency of the u.S. economy.

This statement is addressed to both the equity and economic issues involved



in determining the appropriate treatment in the U.S. income tax of the foreign

earnings of U.5. companies. My analysis urges that on the score of both equity

and economics, not only should the basic reform proposals be rejected, but foreign

earnings --- or losses --- should be completely excluded f rom the U.5. tax.

The Equitv Issue

The standard equity argument against the existing provisions is that they

violate the equity requirement that persons with equal incomes should pay equal

taxes. This results becaue the present provisions allow a credit for foreign taxes

against U.S. tax liability but only a deduction f rom income f or taxes paid to a

U.S. State or local government. Why, according to this argument, should taxes

paid to a foreign government receive better Federal income tax treatment than

taxes paid to a state or local government in the U.S.?

TNs equity argument rests on the personif ication of corporations f or PurPoses

of the law, a concept upon which the separate income taxation of corporate business

is based. Since it is a widely accepted and intuitively appealing view that persons

with equal income should pay equal taxes, corporate persons with equal incomest

presumably, should also pay equal taxes. The identity oI the jurisdiction to which

the corporation pays taxes, according to this argument, is irrelevant; taxes paid

to a foreign government on a given amount of income should be treated as deductions

in the same way as taxes paid to a State or municipality and should not be credited

against the U.S. tax.

This argument, however, presumes that the income taxes paid by corporations

come to rest only on the corporate entity itself. But things canrt pay taxes; only

people do. tf we recognize, as we should, that.the burden of the corporation income

tax talls on individuals as savers and investors and, insofar as the amount of saving

and capital is less than it otherwise would be, on workers whose productivity,
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hence real wages, arL'less than otherwise, then the argument that corporations

with equal income should pay equal taxes is substantively vacrrcus. The amount

of taxes paid by any two corporations with equal incomes has no systematic bearing

on the amount of the tax burdens on the individuals who supply the saving and

capital generating the corporationstnet incomes. Unless one assumes, grossly

contrary to fact, that individual shareholders are identical with respect to their

marginal tax brackets and portfolio composition, equal corporate income tax liabilities

on two corporations almost inevitably mean disparate tax burdens on their respective

shareholders. Applying the conventional equity criterion to corporations, in fact,

necessarily involves violating the same equity criterion for real persons.

To be useful for purposes of corporate taxation, an equity criterion should

be addressed to considerations that are pertinent to corporations in their functions

of organizing and undertaking production activities. A logically satisfactory

equity criterion would require that equal tax liabilities be levied on businesses

imposing equal oPPortunity costs on the economy, where opportunity costs are

deemed, in an efficiently operating market economy, to be adequately measured

by the value of the production inputs used by the business, hence denied to alternative

production uses. To be completely satisfactory in this respect, the tax should

be imposed on the total of such costs a business imposes, that is, on the total

Payments it makes for all of the production inputs it uses. If only the payment

for capital services, i.e., profits, is to be taxed, the basic principle should nevertheless

be adapted to that tax.

If this principle were implemented, no U.s. tax would be imposed on the

foreign-source income of U.S. business since the production activity generating

that income has imposed no cost on the U.S. These costs are imposed solely within

the foreign jurisdictions whose real production inputs are used. The mere fact
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that the foreign operation is undertaken by a U.S. company should have no bearing

on the determination of the jurisdiction which should impose taxesl there is no

more reason for the U.5. tax to apply to the foreign income produced by a U.S.

company's subsidiary, division, branch, what have you, than there is f or the U.S.

to impose its tax on any company of any other nationality operating in the f oreign

jurisdiction.

This is not to say that the investment by the U.S. company in the foreign

subsidiary is costless to the U.S. In real terms, f inancing such investment requires

an equal amount of U.S. production for exports in excess of imports sincer by

definition, net foreign investment is equal to the net export of goods and services.

The production in the U.5. of the goods for export, of course, imposes real costs,

but the income payments made to these production inputs are subject to U.S.

income tax (although tax on the payments for capital input --- prof its --- may

be partially deferred under the DISC provisions). tne costs imposed in the U.S.

to f inance, in real terms, the foreign investment, theref ore, do give rise to U.S.

tax liability just as if the exported goods were produced f or use in the U.5. Income

generated by foreign companies in the U.5. should, for the same reasonr be f ully

subject to U.S. tax, irrespective of the foreign jurisdictionfs tax provisions pertaining

to its nationalstforeign source income, since this income generation necessarily

imposes costs on the U.S. economY.

In the light of this principle, the appropriate tax reform in the interests

of greater equity is not to tax the foreign-source income of U.S. companies as

if the income had been earned in the U.S. but, on the contrary, to exclude foreign-

source income --- and losses --- entirely from the base of the U.S. corporation

income tax. Moreover, the no-U.S.-tax prescription should apply whether or not

the foreign earnings are shifted from one foreign jurisdiction to another or returned
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to the U.5. Should the repatriated earnings be reinvested in the U.S., the domestic

income generated by this investment would, as a rnatter course, be subject to

U.S. tax.

It is diff icult to perceive how the tax ref orm proposal for the elimination

of so-called'rdeferral" squares with the conventional equity standard that equally

situated taxable entities should receive equal tax treatment. In the case of domestic

U.S. companies, shareholders are not required to include in their incomes the

undistributed profits of the corporations whose shares they own. The tax reform

proposal to impose U.S. tax liability on a U.S. company with.respect to its share

of the earnings of its foreign subsidiaries in the year in which those earnings are

realized rather than when they are distributed to the U.S. company clearly would

differentiate tax treatment among U.S. corporations solely on the basis of the

location of their income-generating activity.

Present law differentiates tax treatment in other respects on the basis of

the location of the income. Foreign subsidiaries of U.5. companies cannot claim

the investment tax credit nor use the asset depreciation range system in determining

their depreciation deductions. Neither can losses of these foreign subsidiaries

be offset against the U.S. parent companyrs income. If it were meaningfully and

consistently applied, the equity argument f or elimination of the f oreign tax credit

--- the same tax treatment should apply to taxes paid by foreign subsidiaries as

to the taxes paid by domestic companies to States and localities --- would call

for eliminating the other differentials as well, changes which reform advocates

oppose on grounds having little to do with their view of equity.

The present foreign tax credit closely approximates the no-U.S. tax prescription

when the effective foreign tax rate is the same or greater than the effective

U.S. income tax rate. It fails to meet this equity standard when the foreign rate
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is less than the U.S. rate, since some U.S. tax then is imposed with respect to

costs which the U.S. does not sustain.

The Economic Issues

The tax reform argument for increasing U.S. income tax liabilities on foreign

source income is that the present tax provisions subsidize investment by U.S.

multinational companies in foreign operations. This tax subsidy, it is claimed,

shifts investment that otherwise would be undertaken in the United States to

foreign sites. As a result, so it is argued, there is less capital in the United States

and more capital abroad than would be the case if the U.S. tax fell equally per

dollar of return on domestic U.S. and foreign investment. The consequence of

this alleged tax-induced shift of U.S. capital to foreign locations is less output,

employment, and income at home than otherwise.

Those who view foreign investment by U.S. companies as reducing or "displacing"

domestic investment, also argue that such investment (l) sfritts production f rom

the United States to foreign sites, therefore directly transferring output and employ-

ment from this country to other nations, and (2) transfers U.5. technological advantages

to other nations, thereby increasing their productivity relative to that of the United

States and weakening the competitive position of U.S. business; the consequent

increase in U.S. imports and reduction in its exports, it is argued, necessarily

impairs the balance of payments and means a loss of domestic output and employment.

On the basis of these arguments, the present tax treatment presumably

should be changed to eliminate the alleged subsidy to investment abroad by taxing

foreign source income as if it were earned in the United States. This tax change,

so it is argued would result in a return to the United States of substantial amounts

of the capital of U.S. companies now situated abroad. The overall economic consequences

of this repatriation of U.S. capital would be, ostensibly, the reverse of the effects



attributed to the alleged present subsidy of foreign investment, as described above.

Several basic questions are raised by these tax reform arguments. One of

these is whether the present tax provisions do indeed subsidize foreign investment

by U.S. companies. Another is whether the consequences of the existing tax provisions

for U.S. domestic capital formation, productivity, total output, employment, and

income are as claimed by advocates of increasing U.5. taxes on foreign-source

income. A corollary question is whether the proposed revisions would produce

the favorable economic effects ascribed to them by these advocates, and the

implications of these revisions f or U.S. international trade.

l. Do the present tax provisions subsidize f oreiRn investment?

The overall thrust of these tax reform proposals is that foreign investment

by U.5. companies is excessive. [t is axiomatic that trade, freely entered into,

increases the economic well being of the participants; it allows them to use the

production capability at their disposal to obtain a greater amount of valuable

goods and services than if they had to produce themselves all of the goods and

services they use. Trade, in short, is a means of increasing productivity. The

exchange of production capability, freely entered into, similarly increases productivity.

Decisions as to the best place in which to locate production f acilities clearly are

impelled by determinations of where the use of the facilities will be most productive

--- where the flow of income they produce will be the Sreatest. If a given amount

of machine tools manufactured in country D, for example, can be more productively

used in country F, that is, if the present value of the increase in income the use

of these tools will afford is greater in F than in D, surely it is to the advantage

of D to have the machine tools used in F. D will need to use less of its production

inputs to produce exports to F to pay for the output of the machine tools than



it would need to use to produce the same output in D. The production resources

saved in D by this arrangement then may be used in D to produce those goods

and services in which D is more efficient. In short, the allocation of the capital

represented by the machine tools to F increases D's production capability, as it

does Frs.

Presumably there should be little argument on this score. The issue should

be conf ined to whether the amount of foreign investment undertaken by U.S. companies

is so large that at the margin the present value of the income flow on such investment

which the U.S. economy may claim is less than it would be if the marginal invest-

ment were made at home. This would result if becatse of some institutional factors,

for example, U.S. tax laws, the foreign investment were subsidized. If it were

shown that the present tax provisions do not subsidize such investrnent, presumably

the issue should thereby be resolved; we should conclude that the magnitude of

that investment at least roughly approximates the optimum amount, i.e., the amount

which maximizes the real income the U.S. economy can obtain f rom the use of

that amount of capital.

The most critical issue, therefore, should be whether the present law tax

provisions subsidize foreign investment by U.S. companies.

The validity of the assertion that the present tax provisions subsidize foreign

investment clearly depends on what a subsidy is. Subsidies take a multitude of

forms but their common characteristic is that they reduce the costs of --- or

increase the prices received for --- the subsidized activity relative to alternative

activities. If the present tax provisions are deemed to subsidize foreign investment

by U.5. companies, they must reduce the cost of foreign relative to domestic

investment --- or equivalently, increase the returns on foreign relative to domestic

investment, compared with the relative costs or returns that would prevail in
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a neutral tax environment.

A neutral tax is one which does not alter the relative prices of goods, services,

activities, production inputs, and so forth in the private sector. As a practical

matter, of course, perfect tax neutrality is never achieved; as a policy criterion,

neutrality calls for taxes with the least possible effect on private sector relative

prices. With respect to the tax treatment of foreign-source income, perfect neutrality

in the respective tax systems of two countries would mean that relative prices

in the private sectors in each country would be unchanged by the taxes, hence

would differ from each other in the same way as if no taxes had been imposed

in either. If the nationals of either country choose to engage in income-generating

activity in the other, such activities should be governed solely by the opportunities

and constraints which the otherrs price structure present. But if one country imposes

a tax on its nationalsr income produced in the other, it clearly will alter the relative

prices its nationals' conf ront compared to the prices they would conf ront if exposed

only to the foreign jurisdiction's taxes. Neutrality, therefore, requires that each

country impose no tax whatever on the income its nationals derive abroad, leaving

such income f ully exposed to the taxtaion of the country *ianrn whose jurisdiction

it is generated.

The view of neutrality advanced to support the tax reform proposals is quite

different. This tax-reform concept is that neutrality requires U.S. tax treatment

which maximizes U.S. real output and income. According to this so-called national

neutrality criterion, the required tax treatment is that which will ensure "...that

the total U.S. returns to capital, which are shared between the U.S. government

in the form of taxes and the net-of-tax return to American investors..." is "... the

same whether the capital were located at home or abroad. Equality of total returns

... would be achieved if U.S. firms paid the same current rate of tax to the U.S.
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Rovernment no matter where earnings arose.,,l/ on this view, taxes paid by U.S.

companies to a f oreign jurisdiction on their income subf ect to that jurisdiction's

tax laws should not be credited against U.S. tax, but merely deducted f rom the

companyfs foreign income to determine the amount of that income subject to

U.S. tax. 'rFor example, if a f irm domiciled in the United States earned Sl80

in Mexico and if Mexican taxes were $80, the f irm would pay a U.s. tax of S+g

(48 percent of $l oo)."2/ In this case, the company's total tax on the income generated

in Mexico would Ue StZS.

In contrast, under present law (ignoring the foreign tax credit limitation)

it  would pay a U.S. tax ot $9.+O on the Mexican income (48 percent of $lg0 less

the foreign tax credit equal to the $80 paid to the Mexican government); its total

tax would be $86.40, the same as if  the $tAO naO been earned in the United States;

its after-tax earnings would Ue $13.60, the same as if earned in the U.S. Under

the so-called national neutrality tax rules, in other words, the company would

Pay an effective tax rate of 7l.l percent, almost half again as high as the rate

on the same amount of U.S. income and 60 percent higher a rate than that imposed

by Mexico on the income earned in i ts jurisdict ion. From the companyrs viewpoint,

this type of tax treatment is highly discriminatory against investment in Mexico;

it is a substantial neRative subsidy on f oreign investment by u.S. companies.

Such investment in Mexico could not be undertaken unless the pretax return were

at least $lz+, that is, $l++ or 80 percent greater. clearly there are l ikely to

t l: 'Gary c. HufbauerrrrA Guide to Law and Policy", u.s. Taxationof American
sau.cg,Amer icanEnterpr iseInst i tu tefor@ashington,
D.C.r Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford University, Stanfo-rd,
California, 197 5, pp. 2-3. Emphasis added.

) l: ' lbid, p. 3.
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be far fewer investment opportunities which would afford these greatly enlarged

returns. Hence, foreign investment by U.S. companies would be discouraged.

Companies of other nationalities, subject to less punitive taxes, then would confront

less competition for investment opportunities in Mexico. The proposed change

in the U.S. tax treatment of foreign source income, in other words, would subsidize

the investment in Mexico by foreign companies.

From the point of view of the U.S. government, according to the advocates

of this type of tax treatment, this curtailment of foreign investment is desirable.

Limiting investments abroad to those which would afford these much higher returns

would ensure that the total of the returns claimed by the U.S. government and

the investing company would be the same as if the investment had been made

at home. In this example, the Mexican government would receive St++ of tfre

SlZtt of pretax Mexican earnings, leaving $t8O tor the U.S. government and the

investing company to share.
' 

Hinging this type of tax treatment on how much of the returns to capital

both the U.S. government and the owners of the capital receive has perverse

results. It makes the acceptability of f oreign investment depend on how severely

the United States taxes capital income, hence on how severely it constrains its

growth in capital relative to labor inputs, hence the growth in its total output and

the productivity, real wage rates, and employment opportunities of its labor force.

The higher the effective rate of the U.S. tax, the scarcer capital becomes in the

United States, the f ewer the acceptable (by this standard) investments abroad

and the Ngher must be their yield. Thus, foreign uses of capital which are far

more productive than U.S. domestic uses and which would augment U.S. real income

become wtacceptable by the national neutrality standard merely by virtue of

decisions here and abroad as to the effective capital income tax rates.
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The "national neutrality criterion" is a Nghly arbitrary notion. The effects

of its practical application --- eliminating the foreign tax credit and permitting

only a deduction for foreign taxes --- depends on the effective U.S. tax rate and

those of various f oreign jurisdictions in which U.S. companies nright wish to invest.

For example, if the Mexican government --- pursuing the example --- were to

increase its effective tax rate to 48 percent --- the same as assumed f or the United

States, then an investment by a U.S. company in Mexico would be just as'fgood,"

by this neutrality criterion, as the same investment in the U.S. only if its yield

rose to 5l+9. In some other country choosing to tax corporate income at a rate

of , say, 24 percent, a U.S. companyrs investment would be just as "good' if it yielded

5Zll. By the same token, an investment affording a gross return of $lOO in Mexico

is less productive than the same investment providing a gross yield of $Z+O in

another country and less productive than an equal investment yielding onty 5tg0

in the United States. In other words, the same investment --- the same commitment

of real capital --- is equally productive as in the United States only if it produces

widely disparate gross returns, depending on the tax rate, hence on the extent

of the tax-induced scarcity of capital in the foreign jurisdiction.

If the U.S. effective rate were 40 percent instead of 48 percent, as in the

preceeding examples, and if U.S. domestic investment increased so that pretax

returns decreased to St:g --- the level at which the same after-tax return of

$ff.gO would be provided --- then the same investment in Mexico would become

as productive, by this standard, i f  i t  were toyield $Zgt; in another country with

a 24 percent tax rate, a pretax return of SZOf would now make the investment

just as productive as the same investment in the U.S.

It is obvious that the implementation of this neutrality criterion would produce

a grossly distorted allocation of capital between domestic and foreign jurisdictions
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-- one which would override considerations of the real costs of capital resources

and the real returns thereupon by the differences among the jurisdictionsr tax

rates. Surely it is a peculiar concept of neutrality which holds that a given invest-

ment is more valuable if it produces $180 than if it produces $lOO.

The tax reform argument that the present tax treatment of foreign source

income subsidizes investment abroad by U.5. companies depends on an arbitrary

concept of neutrality which more likely than not would be rejected by the advocates

of the proposed tax reforms in other situations. There is a virtually universal

consensus that the optimum allocation of any production resource results when

the pretax return per unit of that resource is the same (when adjusted for differences

in risk) in all altirnative uses. One of the principal arguments in the standard

tax ref orm arsenal is that so-called tax 'rpref erencesrf, "loopholesrr, or what have

you result in disparate pretax returns to alternative uses of production resources

and that the differences in these pretax returns is one useful measure of the extent

of the distortion in the allocation of resources resulting from these tax preferences.

Insofar as this reasoning is valid for purposes of tax reform aimed principally

at domestic tax situations, it surely should apply with equal force in the tax treatment

of foreign-source income.

The present tax provisions provide much more nearly neutral tax treatment

of foreign source income than would the proposed revision. Where the tax rate

abroad exceeds the U.S. rate, the f oreign tax credit, in effect, leaves the income

of the U.S. company's f oreign subsidiary exposed only to the tax of the f oreign

iurisdiction in which the income was earned. Where the foreign tax rate is less

than that in the U.S., however, the present tax provisions improperly, i.e., nonneutrally,

expose the foreign source income to U.S. tax. In the f irst example above, the

US. col lects a tax of $9.+O on the $tgO of income earned in Mexico; this addit ional
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tax discriminates against the U.S. company in Mexico compared with Mexican

companies and compared with companies of other nationalities whose foreign

source income is not subject to their countryrs tax. In other words, in these cases,

the present U.S. tax treatment distorts the costs of and returns to investment

by U.S. companies compared to other companies in the foreign jurisdiction.

2. Do the present tax provisions adverselv affect the U.S. economv?

Based on the assertion that the present tax provisions subsidize foreign

investment by U.S. companies, the tax reform proponents assert that the subsidy

results in

o a shif t of investment f rom the United States to f oreign sites; hence

o a smaller stock of capital in the United States and a larger amount

abroad than otherwise;

o less output and income available for use in the U.S. than otherwise;

o a shift in production f rom the U.S. to f oreign sites;

. o a transfer of U.S. technological advantages to other nations, increasing

their productivity relative to that of the United States and weakening

the competitive position of the United States in international trade;

hence

o an increase in U.S. imports and a reduction in its exports; hence

o a loss in U.S. production and employment.

At issue are the questions (a) whether foreign investment by U.S. companies

occurs at the expense of domestic U.S. investment and (b) whether there are losses

in U.S. output, employment, and income, either associated directly with the capital

in foreign sites put in place by U.S. investment or indirectly with the alleged adverse

balance of trade effects.

The analytical and factual answer to these questions is that the foreign

""!]|qlry;gtlr?rYrrfG'r-t:1,p@"*{' 
' -F
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investment undertaken by U.S. companies, given the existing tax pro'risions, do

not entail the adverse economic consequences for the U.S. eccnomy asserted by

tax reform proponents; indeed, the U.S. economy would gain from eliminating

foreign source income (and losses) entirely f rom the U.S. tax base; on the other

hand, the proposed tax reform would prove injurious to the U.5. economy.

(a) Ooes foreign investment by U.S. companies reduce investment

at home?

The answer to the first of these questions obviously is critical to evaluation

of the economic consequences f or the U.S. of f oreign investment and of the desirability

of changes in the tax provisions pertaining thereto. The view that foreign investment

displaces domestic investment is based on superf icial analysis of the impetus for

and constraints upon private capital formation and on a highly mechanistic treat-

ment of national income account relationships and identities. A more caref ul

and thorough analysis urges that tax provisions may indeed distort the international

allocation of capital, as illustrated above; the principal distortion, however, derives

from the excessive tax on income that is saved and invested. The severity of

this anti-saving, anti-capital tax bias differs from one country to another and

is reflected in differences in amounts of capital relative to other production inputs

and in the proportions of income saved and invested. The more severely the United

States taxes the capital income of its nationals, irrespective of where that income

is generated, the less the amount of capital and the slower the rate of its growth

will be in the United States. To the extent that the tax law depresses investment

in the United States relative to that abroad, it is the set of basic anti-saving tax

provisions applicable to domestic income which is responsible, not the provisions

pertaining to foreign source income. Increasing the severity of application of

the latter provisions will not increase domestic investment, although it certainly
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will depress foreign investment by U.S. companies.

Basic to the tax ref orm argument that f oreign investment occurs at the

exPense of domestic investment is the assumption that the total amount of an

economyrs saving, hence its total dornestic and net foreign investment, in a given

period of time is completely insensitive to the cost of saving and is otherwise

determined, say by current or permanent income. However convenient this assumption

may be for some econometric exercises, it is analytically untenable. Since saving

and consumption exhaust current income and since an increase in the relative

cost of one necessarily means a decrease in the relative cost of the other, if saving

is zero elastic with respect to its cost, so too must be consumption. But suppose

that at a given income level, the cost of consumption is increased while that of

saving is reduced (for example, by substituting a retail sales tax f or an income

tax, with no change in total revenue). Then if saving, hence consumption, is completely

inelastic with respect to its relative cost, total consumption outlays must increase

and total saving must f all by the amount of the increase in the cost of consumption.

This result, that consumption increases in response to an increase in its relative

cost while saving decreases when its relative cost falls, is absurd in itself; even

if it were accepted, it clearly denies the notion that saving is zero elastic with

respect to its cost. Indeed, the zero-elasticity assumption is a logical impossibility.

Paradoxically, the view that an increase in net foreign investment is at

the expense of domestic investment because total saving is unresponsive to its

cost necessarily implies that the allocation of saving is responsive to risk-adjusted

differentials in these costs (or equivalently, rates of return). In other words, according

to this view total saving is insensitive to its cost, but its allocation, in contrast,

is responsive to differentials in the cost of saving among alternative uses. Together

these propositions hold that households --- and businesses acting as their agents
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--- attempt to maximize the amount of future income to be obtained from any

given reservation of their current income from consumption, but that no matter

how much or how little of their current income must be so reserved to obtain

a given amount of future income, they will save the same amount.

Recognizing that the total amount saved and invested out of a given amount

of income in fact is responsive to changes in the cost of saving relative to the

cost of consumption leads to quite different conclusions about whether foreign

investment displaces domestic investment. To see this, and in order to keep the

analysis no more complicated than it need be, let us begin by assuming a two-country

world with no taxes and using the same monetary units. Further, Iet us assume

that there are no nonmarket barriers to intercountry movements of products of

production inputs. Finally, let us assume that initially each country's exports

and imports are in balance and that there are no capital flows between the two.

This implies equilibrium in the sense that capital has been allocated between the

two countries, by the nationals of each, in such amounts relative to the other

production inputs in each that the rate of return on the capital is the same in

each.

Now, let us suppose that a technological innovation in one of the countries,

D, results in reducing the real resource cost of producing any given quantity of

capital goods. We may simplify the analysis without loss of generality by assuming

that capital goods in both countries consist of a single type of facility, say machine

tools. Assuming some elasticity of substitution of the machine tools for other

production inputs, the immediate consequence of the implementation of this tech-

nological innovation is to increase the aggregate real production potential of country

D, as well as to reduce the relative price of machine tools. In the ordinary case,

investment in the new machine tools by machine tool users in D will displace some

\
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investment that otherwise would have been made in older, less advanced tools;

total investment, however, is likely to rise, since, by hypothesis, the cost of capital

has been reduced.

If production resources in D are rrfullyrr employed, the increase in investment

in D must be offset by an equal reduction in some other expenditures on domestically

produced goods and services. In all likelihood, domestic consumption would be

reduced, since the reduction in the cost of capital is equivalent to a reduction

in the cost of saving relative to consumption. In short, the technological innovation

results in a shift in the composition of full-employment output --- from consumption

to capital formation. If resources were less than fully employed, total output

would increase. In any event, however, the proportion of output allocated to capital

formation would rise.

Machine tool users in country F will also want to import some quantity of

the new machine tools, and unless the new capital goods are a perfect substitute

for other production inputs which F imports from D, F's total imports will increase.

Since the balance of payments must balance, Frs increase in imports ( = Drs increase

in exports) must be exactly matched by (a) Frs increasing its exports (= D's increasing

its imports)r (b) investment by D's nationals in F in an amount equal to F's trade

deficit, or (c) some combination of both.

The increase in D's exports implies either an increase in total production

in D, if there are idle production resources, or an equal reduction in some other

domestic production if resources are fully employed. In the latter case, according

to the tax reform argument, the offsetting reduction in domestic output would

be in the form of reduced domestic investment. This assumption derives from

the view that the total amount of saving, therefore total domestic and f oreign

investment, is fixed at any given income level. Then in this view, because resources
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are f ully employed, income is not increased by the increase in exports, neither

is saving, and therefore, neither is the total of gross domestic and net foreign

investment. If imports are unchanged, an increase in exports is by def inition an

increase in net foreign investment. Hence, this view argues that the increase

in exports in our example must result in a decrease in domestic investment, under

conditions of full employment.

The result, to repeat, depends critically on the assumption that saving is

completely inelastic with respect to its cost. But on the contrary assumption,

that saving is responsive to changes in its cost, the increase in D's exports equal

to its foreign investment in F need not occur at the expense of domestic investment.

Indeed, it is not likely to displace domestic investment at all.

The hypothesized reduction in the real resource cost of producing capital

goods in our example is equivalent to a reduction in the cost of f uture income.

Even if one assumes that the elasticity of demand for f uture income is quite low,

the effect on the amount of current saving is likely nevertheless to be significant.

Total savingr in other words, will increase, and this increase in total saving will

result in an increase in domestic and f oreign investment in proportions determined

by a number of basic economic factors. In our example, it is unlikely that the

increase in D's net exports i.e., in its foreign investment will result in any offsetting

reduction in domestic investment. On the contrary, domestic production of consumption

goods and services is likely to f all while domestic production of capital goods

for domestic use and for exports increases.

Consider next an opposite kind oi change in D --- something which

increases rather than reduces the cost of saving. For example, suppose D imposes

a capital income tax of , say, 50 percent, limiting the applicability of the tax to

domestic income. Obviously, the tax makes it more expensive for those subject

to it to save and invest --- they must give up a larger amount of consumption
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uses of current income to obtain any given amount of f uture income.;If it is assumed,

as the tax reform argument does, that total saving is unresponsive to its costs,

then the imposition of the tax in D will not af fect total saving there nor the sum

of D's domestic and f oreign investment. But then the net return on saving and

investment in D must fall by 50 percent. To pursue the tax-reform view's reasoning,

analogous to the preceding case, investment by F in D will decrease. This means

that F's exports to D (= D's imports) will decrease in equal amount. Then D realizes

an export surplus. This export surplus --- necessarily equal to Drs net foreign

investment --- will be balanced, presumably, by a decrease in D's domestic investment.

The tax reform argument produces the paradoxical result that whether the

cost of saving in D rises or falls, net foreign investment increases at the expense

of domestic investment.

If, more realistically, it is assumed that Drs total saving, hence the sum

of its domestic and f oreign investment, will decrease as the cost of saving is increased

by the tax, dif ferent results f ollow. As saving and invesdng in D decreases, as

capital therefore becomes scarcer, the pretax return --- and at a constant tax

rate, the net return --- will increase. By how much will the net return have to

rise --- how much must the stock of capital decrease?

The decrease in capital in D will halt when the af tertax return has risen

to equality with that in F. The critical question then is what happens to saving

and investing in F in response to D's imposing its capital income tax. The answer

is that unless savers and investors of both D and F are willing to accept lower

returns f or any given amount of saving or equivalently are willing to save more

at any given cost, Drs tax will not increase saving and investment in F. Hence,

the rate of return in F will not change. Then the reduction in saving and invest-

ment in D must be sufficient to raise the after-tax return there to the unchanged
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rate in F. The pretax rate of return in D, in other words, will have to double.

Vhen this adjustment is completed, the amount of capital in F will be the

same as if D had not imposed its tax, but the amount of capital in D will have

f allen. The extent of the reduction in saving and capital formation in D required

to attain the new equilibrium will depend on the responsiveness of saving to changes

in its relative cost, the conditions of supply of noncapital production inputs, and

the substitutability of capital for other inputs.

If tundamental saving proclivities were to change in response to the imposition

of the tax in D, so that savers-investors would accept lower returns on any given

amount of saving, the decrease in capital in D would be less while the total amount

of capital in F would increase.

The change in the percentage allocation of capital between the two countries,

it may be seen, results from Drs imposing a tax on capital income. To the extent

that people increase their saving at any given cost in response to the tax --- a

peculiar assumption indeed --- some shift in investment from D to F wilt occur.

To repeat, it is D's taing capital income that impels any such shift.

This illustration, it will be readily recognized, involves a tax situation which

goes beyond the present U.S. tax provisions pertaining to foreign-source income:

D exempts foreign-source income entirely from its tax.

Does it make any sense to characterize Dls tax as subsidizing foreign investment

by its nationals? If D finds the results of its tax distasteful --- other countries

save and invest more --- the remedy is obvious, viz., D should reduce the burden

of its tax on capital income. If D deems other tax policy considerations to be

determinant and persists in penalizing saving and investment uses of its income

and production capacity in favor of public and private consumption uses, it is

difficult to understand why it should seek to extend this punitive effect to other

nations whose tax systems more single-mindedly pursue economic progress.
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The proposed tax reforms are properly seen as a manifestation of late 20th

century mercantilism. As discussed earlier, they would preclude the optimum

international allocation of capital on the belief of their proPonents that making

it more expensive to invest abroad will increase investment at home. As we have

seen, this belief is mistaken; it is derived f rom the misapprehension that an increase

in foreign investment displaces domestic investment.

(b) Does foreiRn investment bv U.S. companies reduce U.S. output

emplovment, and income?

As noted earlier, the tax ref orm issue should f ocus on determination of whether

foreign investment by U.5. companies is subsidized by present tax provisions.

In fact, however, the issue appears to have been enlarged to include the question

whether any such foreign investment, subsidized or not, is injurious to the U.S.

economy. This latter question, therefore, warrants separate examination.

To address this question, let us return to our case of the two-country world

without taxes. Again, assume that technological advances lead to the production

in D of less costly, more productive machine tools.

Suppose that companies in D decide to undertake manufacturing operations

in F, using the new machine tools which will be imported f rom D. As in the prior

case, their investment in F must be matched initially by an equal increase in D's

net exports to F. In this case, of course, their investment in F is f inanced, in

real terms, by the increase in Drs exports to F equal to the value of the new machine

tools used in the manufacturing operations in F.

Clearly, the investment by D's companies in F does not result in any immediate

loss of domestic production in D, and it may result in an increase if there are

idle production inputs in D. To repeat, in real terms the net investment by D

in F must be f inanced by an increase in Drs net exports to F. If D has idle production

r -.*.*trqqF.,,l_' rJFrq": F-
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inputs, total domestic output wili increase as a consequence of the increase in

exports, irrespective of whether the additional exports are matched by additional

imports, investment in F, or some combination of the two.

But wonft the manufacturing operations undertaken by D's companies in

F rrdisplace'r similar domestic production in D, either because such output in F

substitutes for imports by F or because such output in F is exported to D as substitutes

for products otherwise produced and used in D? In other words, doesnrt the foreign

investment by D's companies result in a subsequent loss of domestic production

in D?

The answer, of course, stems from an elementary proposition of international

trade. In the f irst place, companies in D would not undertake the investment

and mantdacturing operations in F unless they anticipated that the present value

of the returns on the use of the machine tools in F would at least equal that in

D. If the investment occurs, then, it must be that the real costs of production

in F are lower than in D. But if this is so, it is to the advantage of D to have

the machine tools output produced in F, since it will cost less in terms of real

input requirements to obtain any given amount of such output; for example, D

need use less of its production inputs to produce exports to F to pay for the output

the machine tools produce in F. In short, the foreign production increases D's

production capability, which is the fundamental occasion for trade. To be sure,

the composition of output in D must change under these circumstances, and it

must be recognized that there are some real transitory costs in reallocating production

inputs to other uses. But beyond the transition period, the total amount of real

output which D can claim clearly will be greater if , under the postulated circumstances,

the new machine tools are used in F and the production inputs with which they

would otherwise be used in D are reallocated to other more rewarding kinds of
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production.

The "displacementrr of production in D, it is clear, does not depend on Dfs

investing in F but rather on Drs exportin8 the new machine tools to F. If the

'rdisplacementtr is deemed to be intolerable, accordingly, D must ban the exporrs;

focusing concern on the foreign investment is closing the barn door after the horse

has gone.

Moreover, the "displacementrr in D resulting f rom the use of the new machine

tools in F is merely a special case of the general rule that trade necessarily involves

a different allocation of production inputs f rom that which would be made in a

closed economy. Thus, suppose D's nationals invest in a subsidiary in F which

engages in operations requiring no production inputs exported by D. By hypothesis,

if the investment is made, it is because the real costs of the particular production

activity are lower in F than in D, implying necessari ly that some change has occurred

in F in the conditions of supply of some production inputs, in the technical conditions

of production, and/or in the state of the industrial arts, that is, some change in

the real terms of trade. Such foreign investment must be advantageous to both

D and F, putting aside the transitional costs of any real resource reallocation

which may be required. Various economic entities in D may be temporarily disadvantaged

by the displacement resulting from the new or expanded activity in F, but if such

disadvantages are to be avoided altogether, D must refuse to import from F, that

is, must ref use to engage in trade at all. Moreover, any such temporary disadvantages

of trade-caused displacement in D does not depend on whether the particular

production activity in F is undertaken by D's nationals or F's. Displacement, therefore,

does not depend on Drs nationals investing abroad unless it could be shown that

they alone could undertake the operations in F, that is, enjoyed some monopoly

control over an essential production input or process.

'"r,m:?FFrry..9
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To repeat, the cornpanies in D would not have r.ndertaken the investment

in F unless they anticipated that the present value of the returns on the use of

the machine tools in F would at least equal that in D. The form of payment for

the use of the machine tools, the time pattern of these payments, and the particular

place where the payments were made, that is, in D or in F, would be of no consequence

so long as the present values (adjusted for such risks as might be involved) were

equal.

With respect to any of these alternatives, it is clear that both D and F are

advantaged. When adjustment to the implementation of the technological innovation

is complete, both D and F will have a larger stock of real capital, hence greater

production potential, than they would have had otherwise. In the new equilibrium,

moreover, the capital-labor ratios in both countries will be greater and capital

formation will be a larger share of total output than otherwise. The marginal

product of labor, hence the real wage rate, is likely to be greater than otherwise.

And the rate of return on any given amount of additional capital in D and F will

be the same; savers in each country will be indifferent regarding the allocation

of their marginal saving between the two countries. Both countries realize an

increase in real production potential. From D's point of view, each of the alternative

forms of payment for the additional exports must be of equal present value and

equal to the present value of the incremental real income which the exported

machine tools would produce if instead of being exported they were used in D.

Would anyone insist that D loses by exporting the additional machine tools

--- real capital --- and importing an equally valuable amount of F's output? Would

anyone argue that D loses anything if D's machine tool exporters chose, instead,

to receive from Frs machine tool importers claims on Frs future income the present

value of which is equal to that of the exported machine tools if used in D? The
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latter, which is Drs incremental investment in F, must be equal in value to the

exported machine tools and to the imports f rom F. It must also be equal to the

value of any alternative investment (of equal risk) which might be made in D.

But suppose that the D investors in F choose never to repatriate anv of the

earnings on their investments in F; hasn't D then permanently lost an amount

equal to the present value of the income stream which the exported machine tools

would have produced if they had, instead, been used in D?

In fact, D suffers no loss from failure by its nationals to repatriate earnings

on their investment in F. Since the foreign investment, by def inition, equals the

excess of D's exports over its imports, the initial real income produced in D in

the production of the new machine tools is the same irrespective of where the

tools are sold, in D or to F. They wil l  be sold to F, clearly, only i f  the price there

is at least equal to their price in D, and the optimum allocations of the sales between

D and F, obviously, will be such that the price per machine tool is the same in

both D and F. Then irrespective of the form of the payment for the exported

machine tools, its present worth to D must equal the price of the machine tools

sold in D which in turn must be equal to the present value of the product or income

generated by the machine tools in D. Then D must be indifferent whether an

additional machine tool is sold domestically or to F and equally indifferent as

to the form of payment --- that is, imports from F or claims on Frs f uture income

--- for the machine tool sale. Moreover, D must also be indifferent as to the

time pattern of the daims on Frs f uture income or whether F satisf ies those claims

as they arise by exports to D or by making deposits to Drs accounts in banks in

D or in F, so long as the present value of the claims is equal to the price of the

tools.

If D insists on repatriation, on the mistaken belief that its claims on Frs
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future income are valuable only if the earnings are repatriated, than it must somehow

or other prohibit any trade surplus, hence any foreign investment. D cannot have

a trade surplus and a f ull repatriation policy at the same time. All repatriations

of earnings on D investment in F require equal trade deficits by D as the repatriations

occur. Since by assumption the present value of those claims to F's f uture trade

surpluses (= D's trade def icits) as it repatriates earnings to D must also be equal

to Drs initial surplus. Insisting on repatriation is equivalent to insisting on a zero

trade balance. But if Dfs initial trade surplus is deemed to have increased D's

domestic product, then by the same token D's subsequent trade def icits must reduce

D's domestic product. On the other hand, if D's initial trade surplus involved no

change in D's total domestic production but merely a change in its composition

(that is, more export goods and less, say, domestically sold consumptions goods),

then neither need the subsequent trade deficits, arising as repatriation occurs,

affect total domestic output. Neither does fai lure to repatriate involve any such

reduction, but merely differences in the composition of a given volume of output.

Apart f rom the direct displacement effects, just discussed, indirect displacement

effects of foreign investment allegedly result from the resulting transfer abroad

of U.S. technological advantages. This view implies that U.S. companies do, indeed,

have advantages over those of other nations --- that they exercise some monopoly

control over the production inputs or processes involved in technological advance

and innovation. Were this the case it might be argued that restricting U.S. investment

abroad would not simply change the nationality of the foreign investment but

also reduce its aggregate volume. In turn, this would ostensibly reduce the rate

of growth of foreign production capacity and the alleged adverse impact of that

increase in foreign production on U.S. output and employment.

Apart from the fact that both theory and data show that expansion of worldwide
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production capacity and output enlarges the trade and productivity of all the trading

partners and that restricting this expansion adversely affects them all, this argument

also reduces to the untenable proposition that trade itself in injurious to the U.S.

economy. For unless the technological advantages to which this argument ref ers

are exclusively in intangible form, for example, specialized managerial abilities

or technical skills, or unless exports are carefully restricted, the alleged superior

technology is conveyed abroad by the very act of exportation. Every 747 aircraf.t

added to a foreign airline, every numerically controlled machine tool sold to a

foreign manufacturer, every advanced-generation computer licensed or leased

for use abroad conveys the technological competence which, presumably, is exported

by the foreign investment of U.S. multinational companies. The use by foreign

producers of technically advanced U.S. exports surely must be just as disadvantageous

to U.S. production and employment as the use of the real capital in the same foreign

jurisdiction by subsidiaries or branches of U.S. companies. In logic, if the foreign

investment by U.S. companies is to be restr icted on these grounds, then U.S. exports

should be restricted to technologically antique commodities.

. Suppose the technological advantage is deemed to be found in the superior

executive, management, and technical skills of U.S. company personnel assigned

to foreign subsidiaries. Might it then not be argued that restricting the foreign

investment which requires these foreign assignments would result in retaining

these technological advantages within the U.S.?

The answer is much the same as that already provided. It must be assumed

that the use of these personnel abroad is more productive than in the U.S. As

a consequence, the U.S. must be advantaged; the present value of its total income

claims are greater than if these skills were conf ined to the United States. Moreovert

if this view cannot be accepted, a necessary implication is that the United States
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must shut off yet another kind of export --- that of training and education by

barring foreign students from its universities and technical institutes.

As the preceding analysis shows, the arguments that foreign investment

by U.S. companies reduces U.S. employment, output, and income basical ly are

objections to the U.S.rs engaging in international trade, rather than objections

either to tax provisions which would neutrally treat foreign income or to the foreign

investment generating that income.

Consider, for example, the f irst of these arguments, that foreign investment

shifts production f rom the United States to some other jurisdict ion. To be sure,

insofar as trade surpluses are matched by real investment abroad, rather than

merely by the accumulation of f inancial claims, some additional production activity

in the foreign jurisdict ion is l ikely to occur. The question, however, is why this

real investment is made. Clearly, the reason must be that such investment is

more profitable than equal domestic investment. Whether this greater prof itability

is attributable to lower input costs, more ef f icient technology, a more genial

tax environment, or some other factors is simply not relevant. For unless this

greater prof itability is available only to the U.S, company or equivalently U.S.

companies enjoy some advantage over companies of other nationalities in investing

abroad, tax or other restrictions on foreign investment by U.S. companies will

not reduce the amount of such investment but merely change the nationality of

the investing companies. Irrespective of the nationality of the foreign investing

company, the impact on U.S. domestic production and employment is the same.

The type of foreign investment situation which appears particularly offensive

to some tax ref orm proponents is that in which a U.S. company organizes a foreign

subsidiary, either investing the retained earnings of other foreign subsidiaries

or raising the required capital by foreign issues in foreign currencies, and relying
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on foreign production inputs, raw materials, and so forth. Insofar as these foreign

operations produce products which are also produced in the U.5., it appears that

they necessarily involve a reduction in domestic U.S. production, without even

the offsetting gain --- at least partial --- of requiring an increase in U.S. exports

to finance the initial investment in real terms.

This is, however, the very type of foreign investment for which no reasonable

case can be made to expose the income it generates to U.S. tax. The foreign

subsidiary in this case is a U.S. entity in name only. By hypothesis, no U.S. real

resources were required f or its organization or its operations; the investment,

in this sense, is costless to the U.S., whatever the cost i t  imposes on the economy

of the foreign jurisdiction. The effects of this subsidiaryrs operations on U.S.

output and employment can differ in no material respect from those which would

be generated by any other company of any other nationality undertaking the identical

investment and production. Applying U.5. taxes to this company's income in order

to inhibit the investment, therefore, is merely restr ict ing competit ion for the

real foreign resources required for the investment and production activity, to

the obvious benef it of foreign firms free of similar tax burdens.

It is the opportunity for more profi table production in the foreign jurisdict ion

than in the U.S., not the real foreign investment by U.S. companies, which may

affect U.S. output and employment. But these differences in production advantages

among countries are the f undamental basis f or international trade. The U.S. cannot

be sheltered f rom the output and employment effects of changes in these comparative

advantages by inilbiting foreign investment by U.S. business but only by withdrawing

from international trade.
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3. Would the proposed tax reforms increase U.S. employment. output. and

income 8v repatriat ing U.S. foreiRn investment?

To address this question, it is'useful to begin by examining the effects of

the existing tax treatment --- notably the allowance of a credit against U.S. tax

liability on foreign-source income for the taxes paid to the foreign jurisdictions.

For this Purpose, let us return once again to our two-country world, this time

assuming that D imposes the same capital income i"* on its nationals'foreign-

source income as it imposes on capital income earned at home. Suppose that

D allows a f oreign tax credit against its tax. If F imposes no tax, then Drs tax

wil l  apply ful ly to the income on its nationalsrinvestment in F. Obviously, the

amount of such investment will decrease. If initially D's investment in F represented

a substantial fraction of the total investment in F, then the decrease in such investment

will tend to raise the pretax returns on capital in F. In response, F's nationals

will increase their saving and investment in F, partially substituting f or the decreasing

investment by D's nationals. Total investment in F, however, will decline in the

general case. In effect, D's imposing its tax on the foreign source income of its

nationals leads to displacement of its nationalsf foreign investment by the investment

of others. If these adjustments result in a higher equilibrium rate of return in

Fr as they are l ikely to do, investment in D wil l  be lower than if  D had not imposed.

its tax on the foreign source income of its nationals.

If F were to impose the same tax as D on capital income earned in its jurisdiction,

Drs nationals would continue to invest the same amount as before F levied its

tax, provided D allows a foreign tax credit for Fts taxes on the income from such

investment. In this case, investment by F's nationals will also decrease, just as

investment in D dedined in response to Dts imposing its tax. The result will be

a reduction in total investment in F.

^ '. ' t*-.ff i ff i
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Contrary to the assertion of the tax reform proponents, the present-law

treatment of foreign-source income does not expand foreign investment by U.S.

companies at the cost of domestic investment. The culprit responsible for the

loss of domestic investment in the United States is the excessive taxation of saving,

hence capital formationr compared to consumption uses of income. The application

of one of the sources of this excessive tax --- the corporation income tax --- to

foreign-source income, even where foreign taxes may be credited against U.S.

tax --- in no way reduces this U.S. tax bias against saving and domestic investment.

It serves, rather, mereiy to restrict the bias against f oreign investment to about

the same degree as that imposed on domestic investment.

Suppose that D permits its nationals only to deduct taxes paid to F on their

incomes in F, instead of allowing a credit for such taxes. Would this tax change

increase investment in D?

If F has no tax' D's nationals will invest in F only if the return there is equal

to the pretax return in D. This means that if the investment is to be made in

Fr the return on investment in F must increase from l0 percent to 20 percent.

But the return on investment in F will double only if total capital in F declines

enough relative to other production inputs in F to double the marginal product

of capital. More realistically, as D's nationals reduce their investment, Fts nationals

will increase their investments in F, partially replacing Drs investment. Total

investment in F will probably dedine, however. To the extent that any such decline

in Fts stock of capital relative to its other inputs occurs, F suffers the consequences

of a reduction in production potential, just as if it, too, had imposed a capital

income tax.

If F does in fact impose the same tax as D, then D's nationals will further

reduce their investment in F, if F's taxes may only be deducted against income

_Y_@"rleDk
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instead of being credited against D tax liability. In our example, the pretax return

on Drs nationals' investments in F wouid have to quadruple if the after-tax return

in F is to equal that in D. Obviously, far fewer investments in F will prove attractive

to Drs nationals under these conditions. The effect on total investment in F wiil

depend on how large a proportion of the investment was made by Drs nationals;

the larger the proportion, the greater the reduction in total investment.

In either case D's extending its tax to its nationals' income on inves'tments

in F reduces total investment in F.

In other words by imposing its tax on returns to foreign investment by its

nationals, D exports its tax anci its adverse effects on production capacity and

output to F. In what reasonable sense can neutrality mean that if D chooses to

be poorer, F must also be impoverished?

The consequences of Dts taxing the foreign-source income of its nationals

is to accentuate the sacrifice of production potential and the attendant reduction

in labor's productivity, real wage rates, and employment opportunities resulting

f rom its tax on domestic capital income. As a corollary, taxing the foreign source

income f urther distorts the allocation of production resources in D. Output will

not only shift away from adding to production capacity, it will also shift from

exports to private and public consumption production.

At best, theref ore, Dts imposit ion of a tax on returns on investment in F

will change the composition of domestic real output from export to private or

public consumption goods production. And the total amount of this production,

irrespective of the shift in its composition, will be less than it would have been

if D had not imposed the capital income tax in the first place. Moreover, both

D and F must lose by Drs taxing returns on investment in F. F loses the gain in

its production capacity and domestic product which would have resulted from
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the higher level of investrnent by D in F. And even if D can uninterruptedly maintain

a constant rate of domestic resource utilization, its production inputs will be

less productively employed by virtue of the curtailment in trade resulting f rom

Drs taxing returns on investment in F.

The argument for D's taxing the foreign source income, in logic, calls f or

restrictinK its exports. The argument is that lacking these tax provisions, Dts

nationals may use real resources to f inance investment in F where the real marginal

return is less than that in D. For example, suppose that without these tax provisions

D's nationals would invest $tOO,OOO in a subsidiary in F. Suppose this investment

would yield $101000 per year in F, when F imposes no tax, but 520,000 per year

pretax in D. According to the tax reform argument, therrcorrectrr tax provisions

should inhibit the investment in F unless it, too, yields $ZO,OO0 per year. In real

terms, f inancing this investment requires an equal $tOO,OOO increase in exports

over imports. Suppose these additional exports are capital goods. On this criterion,

why should D al low the export to F of $tOO,OOO of i ts capital, irrespective of whether

the export f  inances, in real terms, the investment in F? After al l ,  i f  the capital

is used in D, i t  wil l  produce $20,000 per year pretax, while in F i t  produces only

$tO,OOO. Then the export of S100,000 of capital involves Drs foregoing a pretax

income stream the present value of which is $200,000 in exchange f or either imports

or claims on Frs future income with a present value of only StOO,OOO. To be consistent,

then, with the "reasoning" upon which it decided to tax the foreign-source income,

D should embargo all sales of the capital to F at any price less than $ZOO,OOO.

Alternatively, D should impose an excise tax of $tOO,OOO on the export of the

capital.

The same line of reasoning that calls f or taxing foreign source income, in

other words, also calls f or control of exports irrespective of their f orm, to insure
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that the present value of the payments made for them at least equa.ls the present

value of the pretax returns on domestic investment in an amount equal to the

exPorts.

Conclusion

This discussion has been cast, deliberately, in abstract and hypothetical

terms. The reason f or doing so is to try to expose the f undamental analytical

issues involved in determining the rrbestrt tax treatment of foreign-source income.

I hope that this purpose has been served.

This by no means is intended to deprecate the importance of actual business

evidence as it pertains to these issues. Such evidence has been abundantly supplied.

It shows that foreign investment by U.S. subsidiaries does not displace the parent

companiesf investment at home; indeed, U.S. companies whose foreign subsidiaries

are most rapidly expanding the scale of their operations are for the most part,

investing domestically at rates exceeding those of purely domestic companies

in the same industries. It shows, further, a direct, positive connection between

the foreign investment in these subsidiaries and the expansion of parent company

exports. It shows a return flow to the United States of earnings on foreign investments

which exceeds each year the additions to the stock of capital in the foreign subsidiaries

and which, on the average, is over half of the net earnings of the subsidiaries.

At the more aggregative level, changes in net foreign investment show no correlation

with changes in the unemployment rate. Nor is the strong growth of such investment

in the last decade or so associated with any change in the labor share of national

income originating in business or with the growth in the dollar amount of that

share.

The data and factual evidence from business, I believe, strongly confirm

the arguments I have advanced against the alleged deleterious effects of the existing
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tax provisions and against the proposed tax reforms. I should like to think that

that evidence will be more persuasive if presented in a f ramework of analysis

similar to that in my discussion.

Even more, I hope that my discussion, together with the evidence f rom business

experience, wil l  prove usef ul in stemming the current thrust toward neomercanti l ism.

One would have thought that the benef its of trade would become increasingly

evident as the economies of the world become increasingly "open.t' By the same

token, one would have thought that the benefits of international capital flows,

unimpeded by nationalistically-inspired tax obstades, would be obvious. As this

discussion has been at pains to show, however, the thrust of the tax reform proposals

is to erect new barriers to the efficient allocation of capital, to the disadvantage

of everyone.

Adopting the proposed tax reforms wil l  not expand U.S. domestic investment.

It  wil l  not increase U.S. employment and output. I t  wil l  not increase U.S. national

inCome. Indeed, by impairing our trade and distorting the allocation of capitalt

as it must, it will reduce the eff iciency and productivity growth of the U.S. economy.


